
The score process of the Best film.

2. Others: clothing, accessories, promotion of milsim/war game,or performance of LCT brand characteristics
3. LCT products must be used for guns and accessories. Others such as scopes, gun slings, bipods and other products that are not produced 
    by LCT are not restricted, and obvious signs of brands other than LCT are not allowed to be shown. If there’s any non-LCT product shown
    or used in the film, the final score might be affected.

1. Filming: composition, scene, lens, editing, special effects, music

2.To upload the film to personal Youtube chan-
nel after finished.
(1) The credit of title have to input LCT film title 
which can be download by scan the QR. 
code.-->
(2) Please upload the film to personal Youtube 
Channel. Please apply the Youtube account 
by yourself if you don't have it. And noted the 
“[4th LCT INT'L Short film contest]” at title.

1.Fill in the registration form on Internet.
(1) Participants will fill in this online registration 
      form first before the filming conducting

3. Submission of video and “The agreement of right of Portrait 
    Film”   (Next page in this document.)

(1) Please print out the agreement and sign in.
(2) Send the completed work (video) link and copy of agreement 
     to service@lctairsoft.com, please note the e-mail title is 
     “[4th LCT INT’L Short film contest video link and copyright]”
(3) Failure to fill out the agreement form and submit the link to 
      the completed work before the deadline for entry; the 
      registration will be deemed invalid.

MARKING STANDARD

SELECTION PROCESS

The deadline for entry: January.31st 2023
Prize winner announced: February.9th 2023 

THE INTRODUCTION

THE STEPS

FILM CONTENT

Scan & Download
LCT film Title

Contest prizes are tax deductible in accordance with the Taiwan   Ministry of Finance regulations.
NOTICE

Registration

To all LCT and airsoft friends from all over the world, the annual SHOOT YOUR LCT FEVER is all ready to roll again! The competi-
tion of this year is not limited to themes, be creative!  Now gather your team, pick up LCT weapons, set up cameras, and participate 

in this competition together to take away prizes, honors and limited commemorative gifts for the 4th anniversary of the event!

1.Scoring detail
A.The review team from LCT, account for 80%

C.The Best film is the film which has the highest score.

B.The number of likes and shares of LCT Facebook (English) 
    & VK accounts, plus the number of participants’ personal 
    YOUTUBE channel views (statistics count until February.
    6th 2023), account for 20%.

2.LCT has the right to announce no prizes or rewards were   
   given if none achieve the rules.
3.All selected film will be published on LCT official website, 
   Facebook, and Instagram. Winners will be informed by 
   e-mail.

4.Share the LCT official FaceBook
   The organizer LCT will review the register content, and 
    repost the entries film on LCT official FaceBook (English) 
    and VK (Kevin lctairsoft) after receiving the agreement from 
    entries. And we will directly reply the entries by E-mail if the 
    registration has been done successfully.

1.Video length limit: no less than 3 minutes.
2.Video resolution/format: minimum 1920x1080 (Full HD), mp4 format,
   horizontal shooting. Vertical shooting and non-mp4 format videos are
   not accepted.
3.Presenting style: Unlimited, such as plots, advertisements, Music Video,
   etc., individual and group shootings are not restricted. 
   Emphasizing the characteristics of the protagonist of the LCT, and
   presenting according with the theme of the competition.
4.LCT products must be used for guns and accessories. Others such as
   scopes, gun slings, bipods and other products that are not produced by
   LCT are not restricted, and obvious signs of brands other than LCT 
   are not allowed to be shown.Only LCK.LC-3.LK-33.LK-53 and 
   machinegun,without M4.Series.
5.Each entry is limited to one piece. If participating in the name of a team,
   the representative information should be attached, and the rights and 
   obligations will be exercised by the representative.

The times are based on Taiwan time (GMT + 8). Participants have fully 
read and clearly understood all notice. If there are any illegal events, 
the participants shall responsible for it. The organizer LCT doesn’t 
involve in, and LCT reserves the absolute right to cancel the qualifica
tion for participation. If any reputation relevant losses caused, you will 
be prosecuted by the organizer and will never be lenient.

1.The film must be an unpublished original production, without 
plagiarizing any other film; non-original soundtracks and 
videos should be used with legal authorization.

2.No attend other same competitions. If be found, the applicants 
will be disqualified, the winners will be canceled and the prizes 
will be recovered.

3.Film content cannot with negative action such as pornography, 
   bloody, slander,etc. Content such as political propaganda or 
   innuendo is strictly prohibited.
4.Film content is belong personal opinion, not related with orga

nizer.
5.Film is totally authorization and forward to organizer, any kinds 

of reproducing and publishes included without restriction of  
place and time.

6.The property, personal safety, insurance, funding, legal issues, 
etc. derived from the filming are not related to the organizer; if 
the organizer cancels the competition due to force majeure such 
as war, natural disasters, the contestant must not ask the orga
nizer for compensation.

7.If the winner is located in a country where AIRSOFT can’t be 
   imported or the winner cannot deal with the local customs 
   clearance and receive the package on their own, the prize is 
   deemed to be waived and cannot be exchanged for cash.
8.The organizer LCT has the right to modify the selected process 
   and others.
9.If the date or schedule of the film contest is changed, LCT will
   make another announcement.
10.Winners must provide the relevant contact information for gift 
   delivery within the time notified by the organizer. It will be deemed 
   to have waived the eligibility to receive the gift after the deadline.

NOTICE

PRIZES 

PRIZE MONEY 
USD 1.500

PRIZE MONEY 
USD 1.500

PRIZE MONEY 
USD 1.500

THE BEST FILM PRIZE MONEY USD 5.500
THE COMMEMORATIVE AIRSOFT

4 t h  A N N I V E R S A R Y
Choosing the gun model and matching up parts to 

customize your own unique one.



 

Li Cheng Technique Business Company
No. 89, Ln. 535, Ganzhu Rd., Hemei Township, Changhua County 508, TAIWAN, R.O.C.

Tel: +886-4-7355551 Fax: +886-4-7364887

/ The agreement of right of Portrait Film

( ) ( ) (

)

I (or the name of team)           (referred to as the principle) hereby agree and 

authorize Li Cheng Technique Business Company(referred to as the agent) usage and 

display my film on public without any condition, and no limitation area, permit to 

publish on Social media(FaceBook, Instagram, Twitter, VK…), advertisement,

printed material and public exhibition area…etc.

The film, music from principle without any copyright dispute, if have any dispute is 

in charge of the principle.

Hereby certify that the letter of Authorization that has been agreed and signed by both 

of parties. 

The principle _____________________

The agent Li Cheng Technique Business Company

 


